
List of Ericksonianism Spirits for MD

Hypnotherapy is an alternative medicine where hypnosis is used to create 
a state of focused attention & increased suggestibility where positive 
suggestions & guided imagery are used to help people.

1000 yard stare, absentminded, absentmindedness, absolution, abused 
trust, action diverted midway, action frozen midway, adapting Native 
American healing practices, addictions, Advanced techniques, all therapy 
occurs in trance, alter behavior patterns, altered mind, altered states of 
consciousness, altered states of mind, altered subconscious mind, altered 
unconscious mind, amazing healer, ambiguity, ambiguous ordeals, 
ambiguous rituals, ambiguous stimulus, ambiguous story, ambiguous tasks,
ambiguous words, ambiguousness, American Indian ancestry, American 
Indian culture, American Indian religion, American shaman, American 
shamanism, Amplifying Deviation, amulet, anaesthesia, ancestor spirits, 
animal familiars, animal spirits, anthropology, appropriate attitudes, 
appropriate motivation, arousal of attention, art of oral tradition, artful 
vagueness, artfully vague suggestions, attention so focused and fixated on 
stimuli that momentarily entranced, authoritarian suggestions, 
authoritative healer, authoritative hypnosis, authoritative hypnotist, 
authoritative therapist, Autohypnotic Experiences, Autosuggestion, Avoid 
Self-Exploration, awareness of cultural variability, 

baffle gab, be more sensitive to intonations and inflections of speech, 
belief in culture, belief in symbols, belief in therapy process, believe in 
power to heal, believe in tribal healers' power, beguile, beguiled, beguile-er,
beguiling, bewitch, bewitched, bewitch-er, bewitching, blank look, blank 
mind, blitz mind, body language, body memories, borrowing Native 
American healing practices, brief hypnosis, brief therapy, broken taboo, 
bypass conscious reasoning mind and direct changes to subconscious 
mind, 

call on power of good spirits, Catholic exorcism, cause confusion, changed 
mind, changed states of consciousness, changed states of mind, changed 



subconscious mind, changed unconscious mind, carrying the Ericksonian 
flame, Changing Children and Families, Changing Couples, Changing 
Individuals, channel ancestor spirits, channel animal spirits, channel 
familiar spirits, channel healing energy, channel spirits, channeller, 
channelling, chanter, chanting, chronic state of hypnosis, cleint's 
supernatural or spiritual beliefs used to promote psychological healing, 
Clinical hypnotherapy, Clinical Work, combine stories with rituals that alter 
consciousness, common everyday trance, Communicating by Metaphor, 
communication style to induce trance, Complementary medicine, complex 
or endless sentences, complicated witchcraft, concentrate on star to 
divine, concentrating on memories, conception of the unconscious, 
confused, confusing, confusion, Confusion technique, conscious mind 
thrust aside for subconscious to react, consensus trance, construct gaps of
meaning, contact ancestral spirit, contact animal spirit, contact familair 
spirit, contact spirit world, contacting a spirit, contradict, contradicting, 
contradictions, Conversational Hypnosis, cooperative experience 
dependent on communication of ideas, Corruption of reality, counselor 
enters clients mind, counselor understand and enter client's belief system 
falsely, Covert Hypnosis, Coyote medicine, craft strategic interventions, 
craftiness, crafty, create change, create hypnotic trances, Creating 
Therapeutic Change, Creative Choice in Hypnosis, creative moments, 
crucial aspects of shamanic healing, cruel, crude jokes, cruelty, crystal 
ball gazing, crystal ball technique, crystal gazing, cultural mysteries, 
culturally appropriate treatment, 

dancing healers, Dashkayah, day dreaming, deep breathing, Deep hypnosis,
deep relaxation, deep trance, deepening the trance, demoralization, Dental 
Hypnosis, desires healing, diagnostic methods, direct hypnosis, discover a 
stronger power within, distract attention, distress, distressed, distressing, 
divination, diviner, divining, dolls, Double Bind, dream incubation, 
drumming, 

edge of sleep, effect a healing by swapping demons, effected exceedingly 
rapid hypnotic inductions, Effective hypnotic suggestion, emotionally 
distressing dilemma, Emotional suggestibility, Emphasizing the Positive, 



empty chair method, enchant, enchanted, enchanter, enchanting, 
enchantment, Enchantment in Family Therapy, Encouraging a Relapse 
method, Encouraging a Response by Frustrating It, encouraging failure, 
Encouraging Resistance method, engage attention and bypass conscious 
resistance, engage interest then direct subliminal suggestions into 
unconscious mind, engrossed, engross-er, engrossing, engrossment, enter 
self-induced trance to contact spirit world and channel healing energy, 
entranced, entrance-er, entrancing, entrancement, Erickson foundations, 
Erickson influence, Erickson like a medicine man in his hogan, Erickson 
self induced trance, Erickson teachings, Erickson unusual methods, 
Erickson's crystal ball visualization technique, Erickson's hypnotic 
language patterns, Erickson's metaphorical strategies, Ericksons' Stages of
Development, Ericksonian flame, Ericksonian hypnosis, Ericksonian 
hypnotherapy, Ericksonian psychotherapists, Ericksonian therapy, 
Ericksonians, esoteric reasoning, esotericism, establish rapport, Euro 
American psychologists, evil imagination, evil spirit guides, evil spirit 
protectors, evil spirits or demons, expect benefits, exploit trance states, 
exploitation, exploited, exploite-er, exploiting, exposure to American Indian
cultures, extensive imagery, extensive knowledge of American Indian 
cultures, 

facilitate receptivity change, faith in healer, faith in healing ritual, faith in 
power of healer, false memories, familiar spirit guides, familiar spirits, 
familiars, family line spirits, family systems therapy, fantasy, fantacize, far 
away or blank look, fetishes, field of counseling, fire listening, flashes of 
light, flashing lights, focused attention, focused mind, forget environment, 
formal hypnosis, formal hypnotic induction, fortune teller, fortune telling, 

gazing crystal, Gestalt Therapy, get unstuck, give suggestions to 
subconscious mind, giving directives to subconscious mind, goal-focused 
approach, good rapport essential, guided by therapist - directly or indirectly
- how to think, feel, or behave differently; habitual pattern interrupted, hand
trembling, handshake altered from normal, Handshake induction, 
handwriting analysis, healer, healing ceremonies, healing effect, healing of 
memories, healing potential from supernatural world in tribal ceremonies 



tribal rituals, healing power, healing ritual credibility to fit client's belief 
system, healing rituals, Healing the soul wound, healing totems, hear better
in trance, see better in trance, helped to change, herbalism, herbalist, 
herbalist healer, herbology, heterogeneous group of practitioners, Hidden 
depths, holistically treat body, mind, and spirit; homework activities, 
homework assignments of ordeals, homework assignments of trials, 
homework assignments of tribulations, Hopi Kachina bolo ties, hot 
charcoal study, hypersuggestibility, Hypnoid state, hypnosis, Hypnosis in 
Modern Medicine, Hypnosis Suggestibility, hypnosis therapy, hypnotherapy,
hypnotic handshake induction, hypnotic language patterns, hypnotic 
methods used in ritual healing ceremonies, hypnotic presence, hypnotic 
strategies, hypnotic touch, hypnotic trance to facilitate healing, hypnotize, 
hypnotized, hypnotize-er, hypnotizing indirectly, hypotheses, 

ideomotor response, illogical story, imagery journeys, imaginary crystal 
balls, imaginary therapy encouraged, imagination encouraged, imagine 
future, imagine problem fixed, imagined interactions, immersed in a 
hypnotic state, implant suggestions in mind, implantments, incidental aids, 
increasing trance depth, incredible shaman, incredible wizard, Indian 
culture, Indian fetishes, Indian heritage, Indian masks, Indian-ness pride, 
Indians' dance, Indians' songs, indiginous ceremonies, indiginous culture, 
indiginous rituals, indirect hypnosis, indirect style of hypnotic induction, 
indirect suggestions, indirect techniques, induce hypnotic trance in healer, 
induce hypnotic trance in patient, induce state of hypnosis, induce state of 
relaxation, influence subconscious mind, influence unconscious mind, 
informal hypnosis, inkblots, inner healing, inner quest, inner search, inner 
search of unconscious level, Innovative Hypnotherapy, install post-
suggestions to trigger hallucinations, intensified trance state, 
interpretations, interpretive filter, interrupted handshake, Intervention in 
Family Therapy, invitation to change, invoke ancestor spirits, invoke animal
spirits, invoke benevolent spirits, invoke evil spirits, invoke familiar spirits, 
invoke spirits, invoke malevolent spirits, ironwood carvings, irrational, 
irrationality, 

journaling, journey quest, journeys, keeper of Ericksonian flame, 



lack of understanding, language used to manipulate subconscious mind, 
learned routine of Hypnosis, legend stories, legends, leverage utilization, 
life energy, Life Reframing, light trance, limbic level aroused for basic 
instinct reactions, loaded hypnotic language, long house, look for images in
crystal, look for images in mirror, look for images in star, look into crystal 
and concentrate for divination, looking blankly, 

magical symbols, magico-religious practitioners, make healing encounter a 
special event, make strategic interventions, mammalian like mind state to 
activate emotions, manipulate, manipulated mind, manipulated states of 
consciousness, manipulated states of mind, manipulated subconscious 
mind, manipulated unconscious mind, manipulate-er, manipulating, 
manipulative, meandering story, Medical Hypnosis, medicine bundle, 
medicine man in hogan, medicine man, medicine woman, meditate, 
meditating, meditation, meditative consciousness, meet in waking dream, 
mental ataraxis, Mental Health Counseling, mental health counselors, 
metaphors, metronomes, Milton model, mind-body syndromes, mind over 
pain, mind suspended into trance, Mind-Body Communication, Mindful 
hypnotherapy, Mindfulness, mirror, Modern hypnotherapy, Modern 
psychologists, momentarily oblivious to surroundings, momentary 
confusion, momentary microdynamics of trance, momentary suspension of 
normal processes to induce trance quickly, more open to counselor's 
suggestions, most sacred healing totems, multiple dimensions, Multiple 
Personalities, myriad of techniques to incite transderivational searches, 
mysterious healing techniques, mystic, mysticism, myths, mythology, 

Nasreddin, Native American healers, Native American healers therapeutic 
methods, Native American healing, Native American healing abilities, 
Native American healing practices, Native American treatments for 
psychological distress, Native American tribes healing rituals, Native 
American vision quest, Native American rites, Native American rituals, 
Native art, Native cultures, Native healing practices of hypnosis, Native 
Indian culture, Native Indian heritage, natural crystals, natural healing 
abilities, naturalistic hypnotic methods, naturalistic orientation, nature as 
resource, nature as teacher, nature as healing metaphor, Nature of 



Hypnosis, Nature Of Suggestibility, Navaho culture, Navaho Indian Medical 
School, Navaho medicine bundle, Navaho Native Healing, natural remedies,
Navaho symbols of healing, Navaho X-rays, neuro-linguistic programming, 
new-age practices, new-age therapy. Neo-Ericksonian hypnotherapy, neo 
paganism, neo shamism, non-verbal communication, non-verbal 
expressions, nonverbal indirect influence, normal conversation induce 
hypnotic trance, normal conversation induce therapeutic change, not 
logical homework tasks, 

oblivious to surroundings, old shaman, opaque explanations, open to 
potential for change, opening to change, openness to psychological 
change, operate on spiritual level, operate on unconscious level, 
opportunities, oral Native Indian traditions, ordeals therapy, over-reaching, 
overcome resistance, overload with 2 options, overwhelms rational 
thinking, 

paradoxical approach, paradoxical directives, Passive concentration, 
Passiveness, pasivity of body, pasivity of mind, patient hypnotizability, 
pattern interruption, pattern intervention with client's language, pattern 
intervention with client's frame of reference, peace pipe, pedagogics, 
perplexing, Persuasion healing, physical suggestibility, plants and natural 
remedies, polarity response, positive reformulation, positive suggestions, 
Positiveism, potions, power for change, power of shock therapy, power of 
the unconscious mind, power to heal, powerful healing tool, practical joker,
practitioners, prescribed ambiguous ordeals, prescribed ambiguous tasks, 
prescribing an ordeal from Native American traditions for therapeutic 
purposes, prescribing mysterious tasks, Prescribing the Symptom, 
presenting the problem, presuppositions, prison-camp therapy, Problem 
Drinkers, Professional Psychology, protect from evil spirits, provide insight,
Providing a Worse Alternative, Pseudo-orientation in time, psychiatry, 
psychoanalysis, Psychodynamic Processes, psychological assessment, 
psychological distress, psychological healing process, psychological 
mechanisms for healing, psychological ordeals, psychological shocks, 
psychology, psychotherapy, 

quests, quieting body in trance state, quieting mind in trance state, 



R state of mind, R-complex triggered, rabbit trail stories, random elements, 
rapport established, rationalist, rattle, receptive state of suggestibility, 
receptivity change, receptivity to suggestion, Recreational hypnosis, 
reducing psychological distress and demoralization, reframing therapy, 
regression hypnotherapy, relaxing meditative experience, relaxing mental 
exercise, Relaxation hypnotherapy technique, relaxation methods, relief of 
suffering and demoralization, Religious ecstacy, Religious experience, 
Religious rites, Religious rituals, replace negative with positive experience,
rhythmic sonic stimulation, rites of passage, ritual ceremonies, ritual 
drama, ritual healing ceremonies, ritual prayer, music, and dancing create 
altered states of consciousness and new possibilities; ritual task to gain 
power greater than the witchcraft inflicted, ritual traditional healing, 

sacred healing totems, sacred space, crystal, see illness in see illness in 
star, see images in clouds, see images in fire, see images in hot coals, see 
images in star, see world through veils of experience, Seeding Ideas, seer, 
self help therapies, self-induced trance, self-hypnosis, self-hypnosis 
conditioning, sense of balance and harmony restored, sensory disabilities, 
Seri Indian carvings, Seri shamans teachings, sex therapy, shaman in 
hogan, shamanic hypnotic inductions, shamanic rituals, shamanic sacred 
space, shamanic suggestions, shamanic tasks, shamanic traditions, 
shamanism, shamanistic healing techniques, shamans, shell carvings of 
animals with evil spirit, shifts in mental state, Shock therapy, shuffling 
chairs, singing, single-session treatments, slip beneath mind's defenses to 
speak to subconscious, smudging, snaps out, solution focused brief 
therapy, Solution-Focused Therapy, solution-oriented counseling, Solution-
Oriented Hypnosis, specific ways of ceremonies, spells, spinning magic, 
spirit assistant, spirit guide, spirit helper, spirit of shamanism, spiritual 
approach in healing, spiritual assistance, spiritual ceremonies, spiritual 
forces, spiritual healing methods, spiritual rites, spiritual rituals, 
spontaneous autohypnotic inspirations, star gazing, state of extreme focus,
state of openness, state of suggestibility, state of trance, Stillness 
Meditation, Stillness Meditation Therapy, stone carvings of animals and 
spirit, story-telling, storyteller, strategic family therapy, strategic 
psychotherapy, strategic therapy, stress, strong hypnotic presence, 



subliminal messages, subliminal suggestion, subliminally altered mind, 
subconscious forces, subconscious mind affected, subconscious mind 
changed, subconsciously susceptible to suggestions to change, suffering, 
suggestions directly to subconscious mind, suggestions with hypnotic 
influence to unconscious mind, supernatural, supernatural assistance, 
supernatural explanations, supernatural healers, supernatural healing, 
supernatural helpers, suspend rational thought, suspended mind, sweat 
lodge, sweat lodge ceremony, sweet grass, switch demons to effect a 
healing, symbolic communication, symbolic healing, symbolic healing 
methods, symbolic healing practices, symbolic methods, symbolic 
procedures and tools, symbolic rituals, symbolic treatment, taboo, tailor 
therapy to what wanted to hear, talk to put into trance, talking treatment, 
teaching tales, The Answer Within, The Double Bind, therapeutic 
counseling methods, therapeutic metaphor, therapeutic methods similar to 
hypnosis, Therapeutic Patterns, therapeutic reframing problem, therapeutic
rituals, therapeutic techniques, therapeutic techniques compatible with 
culture, therapeutic transformation, therapeutic work, therapist-as-boss 
approach, Therapy Forums, tone of voice, totems, totemism, traditional 
directive hypnosis, Traditional healers, traditional healing rituals, 
traditional individualistic Euro American therapeutic model, traditional 
Native American healing ideas, traditional Native American healing 
practices, traditional Native American societies, trance induction by 
traditional Native American healers, trance land, trance state, trance 
states to reduce psychological suffering, transderivational search, 
transpersonal approach, transpersonal healing, transpersonal methods, 
treatment based on culture and understanding of culture, trials, tribal 
healers, tribal healing ceremony, tribal healing practices, tribal society 
belief system, tribal treatment, tribulations, true shamans in America, 
triggers, 

Uncommon therapy, unconscious mind active in therapeutic process, 
unconscious mind affected, unconscious mind changed, unconventional 
handshake, uniqueness, unreality, use resistance to promote change, use 
secret words, use absurd, contradictory, irrational, & silly, manifestations 
in therapy; use symptoms and beliefs, use trance to facilitate healing, 



utilization, Utilizing Space and Position, 

vague sensation attracts attention, various forms of symbolic healing, 
village healer, vision journey, vision quest, visualize, visualize a crystal ball
for past or future images, visualizing, visualizing images, visualization, 
voluntary participation, 

wicca, wiccan, wild imagination, willing participation, willingly participates
in ceremony, Wisdom of Milton H Erickson, wisdom of the totem, 
witchcraft, witches, without sensation, wizard, wizardry, wonderment, 
Wondrous healing by shamans, world's indigenous healers, worlocks, 

Young and the Native American soul, 

Zen tradition of Koans, zombi, Zuni fetishes, 

In the Name and Blood of the Lord Jesus Christ, I bind up each and 
every demon left, I individually chain, cage, bag and box them. I put them in
caves with rocks over the caves with the Light of the Lord shining bright 
and the angels of the Lord reading Scriptures and praise the Lord 
continually. I cover us all with the Blood of Jesus. I call upon God's Holy 
Spirit to fill everybody full to overflowing and to keep chasing out the 
demons and to restore God's people. In Jesus' Name, I loose legions of the 
spirits of the Lord, life, health, healing, restoration, wellbeing, sound mind, 
and a good night's sleep.

We thank You Lord Jesus for everything You have done. We give You 
all the glory and honour, and blessings and praise. In Jesus' Mighty Name 
and by His Blood. Amen.

Pastor T. John Franklin
Church of Salvation, Healing, and Deliverance
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